UGA LIBRARIES 3RD ANNUAL IN-HOUSE CONFERENCE

8:45 .......... Coffee and Pastry
9:00 .......... Opening Remarks
9:05 .......... Lightning Talks
9:50 .......... Panel
10:15 .......... Break
10:35 .......... Lightning Talks
11:10 ......... Speaker: Morna Gerrard
Women and Gender Collections Archivist,
Georgia State University
12:00 Luncheon & Continued Discussion
The Mediterranean Grill

Thursday, May 15, 2018
Special Collections Library, Room 268
9:05am Lightning Talks

**What the heck is Owens Library?** ..................... Melissa Tufts
Director, Owens Library, College of Environment and Design

**What do you want to learn from a techie?** .... Shawn Kiewel, Systems
Tell system staff what you’d like to learn, like Regular
Expressions, Basic Script Writing, or even Fundamentals of
Programming.

**Strategies to increase students’ critical thinking about sources: a workshop**
for faculty ................................................. M. Kathleen Kern
Director, Miller Learning Center
Teaching strategies and short assignments, designed for an active
learning workshop for teaching faculty, to increase their students’
engagement with source authority. Based on concepts from
Writing Across the Curriculum.

**Using interactive visualizations for bibliographic searching**
Ed Sperr, Clinical Information Librarian
UGA/Augusta Medical Partnership
Examples of simple graphical visualizations, such as bar charts
and Venn diagrams, can be a useful extension of existing
interfaces from the biomedical and governmental domains.

**Fake News VR** . . Andrew Johnson, Emerging Technologies Librarian
Become a superhero flying around a city, ridding it of Fake News
with a trusty eraser! See Fake News VR, built by Computer Science
seniors as their Capstone project for UGA Libraries.

**11th Grade Experience UGA.** . . Mary Miller, Brown Media Archives/
Peabody Awards, & Genesis Moore, student worker
An interactive overview of an archival civil rights activity for 11th
grade experience UGA.

9:50am Panel

**Crowdsourced Survey Design: Help Us Develop a Collections Survey**
Nan McMurry & Emily Luken, Collection Development
We are updating a campus survey on the Libraries collections:
help us ask the right questions! This interactive audience
conversation will give you a front-row seat on the alligator
wrestling that goes on in collection development at the UGA
Libraries and draw upon your native genius to develop a survey
even alligators would love to take!
10:35am Lightning Talks

Did we make it? Database Maintenance and the Alma migration
Simon Hunt, Cataloging
One year ago, the Libraries' catalog was put through the wringer. This talk looks at some of the clean-up that was (and is) involved after migrating from Voyager.

Brief Overview of the ARCHive System
Adriane Hanson, Systems
& Shawn Kiewel, Systems
The Libraries have developed a new application to help manage and, more importantly, store digital objects for long-term preservation. Currently in use by the Special Collections Library, the system has ingested nearly 50TB of digital objects.

Learning Tech Together
Callie Holmes
Brown Media Archives/Peabody Awards
Over the past six months, some library workers have started an informal group to develop new tech skills together, working on skills and tools such as XSLT, Github, and Python. This talk will discuss how we got started, how we manage the group, and what our upcoming projects and goals are.

Library Podcast Basics
Rachel Evans, Web Coordinator
Nina Guzman, Circulation Assistant
UGA Law Library
An overview of the space and equipment at UGA Law Library’s podcasting studio, how law students, law faculty, and library staff are using the space, and a quick how-to for getting your own podcast out there using wordpress, feedburner, and iTunes.

Heavenly Dishes: Cataloging Community Cookbooks
MacKenzie Smith, Cataloging
The challenges of cataloging cookbooks from the Abney Cookbook Collection.

11:10am Keynote
Morna Gerrard
Women and Gender Collections Archivist
Georgia State University

Noon. Luncheon and Continued Discussion
Mediterranean Grill
Morna Gerrard
Women and Gender Collections Archivist
Georgia State University

Morna Gerrard is the Women and Gender Collections Archivist at Georgia State University. A past president of the Society of Georgia Archivists, she is on the board of the Georgia Archives Institute. She is a member of the National Center for Civil and Human Rights' LGBT Institute's Advisory Board, and serves as vice president of the Georgia LGBTQ Archives Project.

Morna has written two articles for MAC's Archival Issues: "Putting the Georgia Women's Movement Oral History Project on the Web: A Case Study in Collaboration and Innovation," and "Engaging Communities: Public Programming in State Universities' Special Collections and Archives." A chapter, "No Fame Required: Collaboration, Community, and the Georgia LGBTQ Archives Project," was included in Kate Theimer's Appraisal and Acquisitions: Innovative Practices for Archives and Special Collections, and two chapters, "Silenced Voices: Understanding Domestic Violence Through Primary Sources" and "Exploring Gender Roles in Society, Literature, Art, and Film," were published in Carol Smallwood's Gender Issues and the Library: Case Studies of Innovative Programs and Resources. Morna is currently collaborating on another chapter about teaching primary source literacy using difficult collections.

A lover of gardening and travel, Morna lives in Decatur, where she helps her husband build stuff and plan their legendary annual moustache and sausage parties.